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A B S T R A C T
Tritium self-sufficiency is one of the fundamental challenges for deuterium-tritium nuclear fusion
reactors. The combination of key high temperature radiation shielding materials that possess dense,
high neutron absorption cross-section, and moderation properties, and tritium breeding materials
could involve interesting design spaces for the central column challenge in spherical tokamaks.
Potential tungsten alloys can be used for two functions: radiation shielding and structural material,
providing a new design space window for spherical tokamak central column breeding space. In this
paper we present two novel high temperature concepts for the inboard side of the breeder blanket in a
confined space. A tungsten-rhenium-hafnium-carbide lithium-based design was found to offer the best
TBR given a parameter optimisation based on shielding and thermal requirements. A silicon-carbide
lead-lithium breeder design was also investigated. The highest TBR was found to be 0.135 in a 3D
neutronics calculation with a W-24.5Re-2HfC (structural and shielding, wt%), Li (90% Li-6 enriched
breeder), and W2B5 (shielding) option.

1. Introduction
Fusion energy is a candidate for zero-carbon energy

source for the future. Two hydrogen isotopes are used as
fuels in fusion reactors, deuterium and tritium. Deuterium
can be found in relative abundance in sea water. As a result
of its extreme scarcity, nuclear fusion reactors require ra-
dioactive tritium to be bred online during operation in order
to supply the fuel for the reactor’s continued operation, via
so-called tritium breeder blankets. These blankets contain
lithium-6 (and lithium-7) which, upon interaction with a
fusion neutron, will produce tritium, the hydrogen isotope
used as fuel for a fusion reactor, thereby reproducing the
fuel required for the fusion reactor in-situ. However, as a
component that will surround the fusion reactor core, the
breeder blanket will experience, inter alia, extreme radia-
tion damage, high operational temperatures, large magnetic
fields, and corrosion damage from coolants.

For commercial deployment, is vital that a fusion reactor
produces sufficient tritium to sustain operation, defined as
a reactor Tritium Breeding Ratio (TBR) of greater than
one. The most researched fusion reactor designs are ‘D’
shaped tokamaks (also known as a conventional tokamak),
but there has been an uptick of interest recently on spherical
tokamaks, which have a smaller inner radius of the torus, and
a smaller aspect ratio (of < 2.5)[5, 47].

Compared to a conventional tokamak, the spherical toka-
mak design has a unique tritium breeding challenge: to use
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the confined space between the inboard (IB) first-wall (FW)
and central column magnet for breeding. The IB size is
shrunk due to the compressed apple-shaped plasma core,
reducing the volume space for tritium breeding. The role of
the central column is to shield the magnet from high-energy
neutrons and gamma rays. This displaces the volume to be
used for any tritium breeding. This increases the demand on
the outboard (OB) breeder blankets to produce a TBR > 1.2.

This study investigates a novel design approach for a
spherical tokamak central column breeder design using high
temperature materials that can act as a structure and radia-
tion shield, enabling the use of potential sufficient radiation
shielding performance whilst breeding tritium. This study
also explores the trade-off between breeding in the central
column and the resulting shielding performance.

This paper is organised as follows: the design philosophy
is described in Section 2, the experimental methods used are
detailed in Section 3, the results are presented in Section 4
with the discussion in Section 5, and a conclusion is provided
in Section 6.

2. Design Philosophy
To design a breeder blanket within a spherical tokamak’s

IB components, there is a trade-off between volume ded-
icated for radiation shielding (from neutrons and gamma-
rays) and space for breeding tritium. The philosophy for the
approach is presented in the next subsections.
2.1. Design Process

A design process is initiated with two radial build de-
signs for the central column of the tokamak. The intent is to
produce two quasi 1D designs going through the thickness
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of the central column, from the plasma facing side to the
centre. Each of the resulting designs would then be analysed
and optimised for shielding and tritium production. With the
goal of optimising for shielding and TBR, there are a number
of key constraints and requirements on the concept designs:

1. The central column is required to have high-temperature
superconducting (HTS) magnets of about 40 cm thick-
ness, and a 15 cm thick steel vacuum vessel.

2. The plasma facing side of the design is required to be
Tungsten armour with a thickness of at least 3mm

3. The tungsten armour is subject to a radiative heat flux
of 1MWm−2, in addition to bulk heating induced by
the neutrons. These heat loads must be removed via a
coolant. In addition, the heat flux into the cooled HTS
magnets must be minimised while maintaining their
low temperature

4. The design must include structural materials to hold
the pressure of the coolant, as well as support the
design as a whole.

5. The temperatures will vary through the thickness of
the design, and the materials chosen must be suitable
for the temperatures that they will experience.

6. All materials must be compatible with the neighbour-
ing materials. This is particularly important in the case
of liquid metal coolants, which can erode or cause
corrosion on other materials.

Within these constraints and requirements, there is an
opportunity to use materials for multiple purposes simulta-
neously, in order to maximise the use of space. For example,
using a coolant which is also a breeder material potentially
allows more breeding material to be included in the design.
This helps to maximise TBR while also fulfilling the require-
ment to remove the heat loads. Similarly, using structural
materials which also provide neutron shielding and/or a
multiplying function also leaves more room for breeding
materials for a given level of shielding performance.

Given these opportunities and constraints, there are key
considerations and design choices to make in order to pro-
duce the concept designs. Firstly, a high temperature design
is sought as it provides the potential for higher efficiency
energy conversion, and enable the use of radiation shielding
materials as structural components without the need for
additional coolant channels, which potentially increases the
space available for breeding and shielding. Accordingly, it
is determined that the designs in this study will use only
liquid metal breeders, as this provides the greatest density
of lithium within the breeding zones.
2.1.1. Structural Materials

The aim of the central column breeder design is to enable
high temperature (>600 ◦C) operation, thus, the materials
selected should have suitable performance at these tempera-
ture windows.

Tungsten alloys and silicon carbide composite (SiCf/SiC)
have been selected due to their potential applicability for
the aforementioned complex problems associated with an

inboard breeding blanket for a spherical tokamak. Whilst
traditional steels, such as stainless steel 316L have been
identified as suitable for use in some components of a
tokamak fusion reactor, they are limited by their low op-
erating temperature of around 600 ◦C. The finalised set of
structural materials considers radiation damage resistance
and mechanical properties at temperatures beyond 1000 ◦C.
Tungsten alloys and silicon carbide composite hold positive
design characteristics for this application, where space is
highly constrained, and performance requirements push
beyond the boundary of what is possible with steels. The
goal for this project and materials selection is to have a
high reliability structural material, and it is considered that
SiCf/SiC and tungsten alloys that could be used enable high
temperature operation by acting as a structural material (and
shielding material).
Tungsten Alloys Any breeder blanket design in the central
column that uses radiation shielding as both the shield and
structural material is a novel idea. Alloying tungsten (W)
with rhenium (Re) - 9wt% to 25wt% - has shown to improve
ductility and manufacturability [41]. This could enable W-
based alloys to function as both a shielding and structural
material [25] thus providing an efficient way of making use
of space within compact regions. This type of alloy is highly
dense, has good radiation shielding properties (mainly a
resultant of W), high gamma shielding performance, and
has a good operational temperature window. As a result,
the use of W-Re as a dual-purpose shielding and structural
material could allow for a reduction in the thickness of the
vacuum vessel and a greater breeding space and operate at
higher temperatures than normal structural materials (i.e.
steels). Preliminary data suggests that tungsten and FLiBe
are compatible, under high temperatures [32]. Combining
this with boron (as tungsten boride), potentially enriched in
boron-10 which has a very high neutron cross section, at
the most in-board section of the shield would provide good
neutron absorption characteristics [3, 53].

W-Re alloys have been shown to be somewhat resistant
to liquid lithium corrosion at 1371 ◦C [29]; the degree at
how resistant these alloys are is beyond the scope, but further
work is needed. The phase diagram for the material system
can be found in Fig. 1 which demonstrates that the sigma
phase forms at approximately 27wt% Re. Sigma phase is
known to embrittle Tungsten materials [40]. The W-24.5Re-
2HfC alloy system is a promising candidate as the alloy
system has the following properties:

1. Previously studied in the 1960s-80s for high tempera-
ture applications [25, 40]

2. High recrystallization temperature (∼1700 ◦C) [20].
3. Improvement in strength at high temperatures [26].
4. Better Ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT)

compared to W [26].
5. Possibly better radiation damage resistance compared

to W due to increased radiation recombination zones
(due to HfC precipitates).

6. Hf could produce intermediate level waste [27].
M. Anderton al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 2 of 18
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7. Hf is a good neutron absorber. The HfC particles form
nano-sized (∼50 to 150 nm) precipitates within the
matrix that stabilise the W-Re matrix. This can be
seen in the increase in recrystallisation temperature
and reduction in DBTT in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Phase diagram of W-Re alloy system. Reproduced
from [40]

Figure 2: Recrystallisation temperature of various W alloy
systems. Reproduced from [20]

SiCf/SiC SiCf/SiC consists typically of a SiC matrix with
SiC fibres embedded in the matrix to improve structural
properties compared to monolithic SiC, which as a pure
ceramic is brittle. SiCf/SiC is now seeing greatly increased
use in the aerospace industry due to its strong heat resistance
and toughness. Recently, nuclear-grade SiCf/SiC has been

used as fuel cladding for fusion reactors [7], where shorter
tube pieces were joined to form the long tubes required for
the cladding.

In recent years many advances have also been made in
the manufacturing of SiCf/SiC into complex shapes [23].
Consequently, the interest for fusion application has picked
up and designs for blanket, divertor, and first walls based
on SiCf/SiC have been created [38, 48]. Several properties
are favourable for such conditions. SiCf/SiC is thermome-
chanically stable up to more than 1000°C and serves as
an electrical insulator. Together with its good compatibility
with LiPb [37] and its expected performance in reducing the
effects of MHD, it is being considered as both a structural
and functional material for advanced breeder blankets (see
Section 2.1.2).

It has been demonstrated that SiCf/SiC has very good
performance under neutron irradiation, a property important
if used as structural material in the blanket or in the central
column design discussed herein. Nuclear-grade SiCf/SiC has
been tested up to approximately 100 dpa [17, 22]. So far,
no irradiation with neutrons at fusion energies (14.1MeV)
at high temperatures has been performed. As with other
structural materials, some uncertainties remain about such
neutron irradiation. The swelling behaviour is reasonably
well contained under the irradiation tested as the material
saturates quickly [17].

The thermal conductivity of SiCf/SiC is important for
the IB breeding design. It is low at 20Wm−1K−1 and under
neutron irradiation quickly drops to about 5 to 7Wm−1 K−1 [8,
18]. This is important, as for large wall thicknesses heat
removal by the coolant is insufficient, pushing the design
space of the first wall and other temperatures to their limit
for the case of central column usage (see Section 3.1).

Several improvements to the thermal conductivity by
doping SiCf/SiC are currently being pursued but even though
they are expected, positive results have not yet been pub-
lished.

SiCf/SiC and tungsten have similar thermal expansion
rates (W: 4.3 × 10−6 K−1, SiCf/SiC: 4 to 4.5 × 10−6 K−1)
and, as such, their compatibility is expected to be good.
Their thermomechanical stability under neutron irradiation
was found to be good as well [46]. In combination with
tungsten, SiCf/SiC could serve as a first wall candidate, even
when only a thin layer is applied in powder form to prevent
sputtering effects.

Tritium permeation of SiCf/SiC is much better than
for steels. The permeation coefficient of monolithic SiC is
about 4 orders of magnitude lower compared to SS316 [54]
and SiCf/SiC can also be orders of magnitudes less per-
meative [16]. Therefore tritium can be contained within
the breeding material and will not contaminate secondary
coolants or other materials in the vacuum vessel.

Manufacturability remains as one of the most important
challenges for SiCf/SiC [38]. To create complex coolant
channel shapes, further R&D is needed. Simple channel
shapes and piping are deemed possible with the latest
prepreg sheet-based processes.
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Overview Following the review of materials, the two
leading candidates for structural materials were tungsten-
based alloys, and SiCf/SiC. Tungsten-based alloys offer
good shielding performance, which may be advantageous
in the confined space of the central column, but equally
may (or may not) inhibit breeding when in front of the
breeder/coolant. SiCf/SiC offers good structural perfor-
mance, but has the opposite effect on neutronics as they are
essentially transparent to neutrons, which is expected to be
beneficial for breeding. These two options then neatly bound
the design space for structural materials.
2.1.2. Breeder Materials

The choice of breeder material dominates the neutronic
characteristics of the blanket and its resultant tritium breed-
ing capability [10]. Liquid breeder concepts have long been
considered the most promising for commercial fusion and
offer several benefits over solid breeding material. There are
no issues associated with neutron damage for the breeder
itself, nuclear heating is deposited directly into the breeding
material, and tritium can be extracted and breeder refilled
while the system is online. A liquid breeding material can
also serve as the coolant, either partially or fully replacing it
and thus reducing system complexity. These characteristics
allow the blanket design to be simplified.

For the IB side, size limitations and the practical design
considerations, self-cooled single-fluid designs have been
down-selected for the initial scoping exercise. These will be
referred to as self-cooled (SC) designs. Specifically, pure
lithium and lithium lead have been selected as candidate
SC blanket materials. Tritium is bred and retained in the
liquid, which flows through the blanket cooling channels to
a heat exchanger outside of the vacuum vessel. It is assumed
that there is no tritium permeation into the surrounding
structural materials. Here, outside of the high flux neutron
environment, a tritium recovery system can be employed to
extract the bred tritium [33].

The use of liquid metals does introduce issues, includ-
ing ones associated with magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD)
which can lead to severe pressure drops. Liquid metals
require high velocity pumping. Therefore, there are asso-
ciated parasitic loads incurred and steps, such as the use
of insulating materials, should be taken to avoid MHD
effects [33] [15]. These will be discussed in Section 5.

Lithium occurs naturally in a 7.59% Li-6, and 92.41%
Li-7 ratio [43]. The enrichment of the Li-6 isotope can dra-
matically affect the breeding performance. Both isotopes are
capable of producing tritium following neutron capture. At
higher neutron energies the Li-7(n,n’𝛼)T reaction presents
a better cross-section performance. The Li-7(n,n’𝛼)T inter-
action has the benefit of scattering the neuron rather than
absorbing it and will produce tritium without reducing the
neutron population. Enriching Li-6 for the breeding material
can result in an increase in TBR, but because it strongly
depends on the energy spectrum at the beginning of the
breeder material and the change of the spectrum with depth
in the central column, the effect is best studied in numerical

simulations. Typically several different enrichment levels
ranging from natural Li-6 to 100% enrichment are simulated
and the TBR analysed as a function of enrichment.

A significant materials challenge presents itself in lithium
self-cooled blankets operating at elevated temperatures on
the order of 700°C. Pure lithium is known to be corrosive
[36, 55]. On interaction with steel, for example, the reaction
can occur via transgranular or intergranular mechanisms.
Transgranular corrosion usually occurs at higher temper-
atures and lower non-metal impurities through a dissolu-
tion, mass transfer mechanism. Intergranular corrosion is
strongly dependent on the carbon and nitrogen presence
[1, 24, 31, 55]. Consideration should be taken to remove
these impurities to reduce overall corrosion issues, or the
material compatibility should be chosen to optimise for this
design choice [33]. Coatings have been a significant area
of research since they act to decouple the liquid metal and
structure to increase performance, but they also increase
design complexity [1, 39]. Vanadium structural material has
been identified as a candidate material that is potentially
compatible with lithium coolant, but still has issues with
embrittlement by oxygen, hydrogen and other environmental
contaminants [1, 34, 39].

Adding lead to liquid lithium reduces the activity coeffi-
cient [11] and increases compatibility with many materials.
The lithium-lead (LiPb) SC design typically uses LiPb at
concentrations of 17 at% Li and 83 at% Pb for which the
two metals form a eutectic alloy at 508K [19]. LiPb acts as
both a breeding material and a neutron multiplier achieving
reasonably high TBR values and has therefore been em-
ployed in several well-established designs such as the Dual
Coolant Lithium-Lead (DCLL), and also the Helium Cooled
Lithium-Lead (HCLL) progressed for ITER [10]). The neu-
tronics of LiPb is highly governed by the performance of
Pb, which has high neutron scattering power but low neutron
moderation power. For a sufficiently high TBR, a character-
istically large blanket zone is typically required. This is due
to the Li-6 breeding reaction efficacy being higher for lower
neutron energies [10]. Enrichment values as high as 90 at%
might be needed for LiPb blanket systems [14].

LiPb is found to be compatible with ferritic steel and
SiCf/SiC and can facilitate higher temperatures to maximise
thermal power cycle efficiencies [38]. As previously noted,
in combination with SiCf/SiC or similarly compatible elec-
trically insulating materials, the MHD effects of LiPb are
expected to be reduced [15].
2.1.3. Neutron Multiplier Material

In the confined space of the central column, it is not
clear whether a multiplier would improve tritium breeding
by multiplying neutrons, or reduce overall TBR by taking
space that could otherwise be used for breeding. This effect
is investigated in the concept designs.

Lead is a credible multiplier material and may be alloyed
allowing it to operate as a liquid or a solid neutron multi-
plier, depending on alloy material. [12] provide a detailed
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breakdown of potential options. In addition to this, lithium-
lead alloy has the advantage of combining tritium breeding
capability and multiplication into a single material and can
be used in liquid form.

Beryllium is a valuable alternative to lead, offering
neutron multiplication properties similar to lead, but far
lower parasitic absorption, at the neutron energy spectra
expected in the scale of the DEMOnstration power plant
(DEMO) [12]. Optimal performance, however, requires very
high beryllium to breeder volume ratios [10]. There is thus a
trade-off between breeding efficiency and space utilisation.
Despite this, a smaller volume breeding zone is possible,
compared to lithium-lead, for comparable breeding rates.
Due to its superior neutron breeding capabilities, beryllium,
then, would seem a preferable option for inboard breeding,
at least from a volume utilisation perspective.

Beryllium has some significant disadvantages though
when compared to lead as a multiplier material. Its thermal
properties indicate that it is unsuitable for use in a liquid
metal blanket, in contrast to lithium-lead, which can be liq-
uefied for use as both breeder and coolant. Cooling efficiency
is thus limited by beryllium’s thermal conductivity, limiting
its potential locations in the blanket [15]. This means that
additional cooling is required, at a cost of both space within
the reactor blanket for coolant channels, and outside the reac-
tor where coolant feeds will reside. Conversely, the require-
ment to retain the solid phase for beryllium will limit the
operational temperature of the reactor, and thus its potential
use cases. For this reason, it is worth considering alloying
options for beryllium in order to improve its operational
temperature range [12]. It is further important to note that the
availability of beryllium is very limited. In fact, the current
global annual supply would not fulfil the amount required
for a single DEMO reactor [15, 35]. Production would need
to be increased significantly.

Beryllium is also reactive with pure lithium. One pro-
posed DEMO blanket, the Helium Cooled Pebble Bed
(HCPB) utilises lithium-based ceramic and beryllium peb-
bles within a structural matrix [10, 15]. Whilst this does not
necessitate separation of lithium and beryllium, it does not
offer the advantages of self-cooling lithium-lead blankets.
Maintenance requires removal of the blanket modules [10]
and this access would be required in a confined region were
such a design to be used inboard of the reactor.

We have considered how it might be possible to utilise
beryllium as a multiplier in an inboard blanket. The afore-
mentioned reactivity of lithium and beryllium means that
the two materials need to be contained and isolated from one
another. One possible solution is a ‘Smarties tube’ approach.
In such an approach, the blanket would contain built-in
tubes in which beryllium pebbles would reside. This would
facilitate access to allow beryllium to be refreshed over time.
This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.3.

The multiplier tube design and material would need
some consideration. The lithium compatibility, neutron-
transparency and thermal properties would be paramount.
Whilst it would be expected that the tubes themselves would

not be structural, it would be advantageous to be able to
pressurise the tubes themselves with a purge gas. This
would allow harvesting of the tritium yielded by the neutron
multiplication reactions from the beryllium [44].

It should be noted that this design significantly increases
the complexity of the blanket. The inclusion of a purge gas
would increase the complexities of the manifold design for
coolant and purge gas inlets and outlets. Once again, this
begs the question of whether such an approach is attractive,
or even feasible, for inboard breeding. It may be that such a
system presents valuable characteristics for outboard breed-
ing, but because compromises would have to be made on
the inboard side, essentially sacrificing breeding efficiency
for the practicalities of reactor operation and maintenance, it
would be unsuitable for inboard.

A beryllium titanate (Be12Ti) material was chosen as
a multiplier for the Li-concept. The multiplier is allowed
to vary in size from zero to a significant proportion of the
thickness, and also vary in location within the breeding
section from front to back, as it is not clear whether the
multiplier material is more beneficial than the same volume
of additional breeder, and if so, where the optimal placement
is. It should also be noted that the multiplier must not be right
at the front of the breeding/cooling channel without active
cooling, as the first few centimetres of coolant are vital to
carry heat away from the plasma facing wall.

The multiplier would most likely take the form of a
pebble bed within a thin channel structure, with a helium
purge gas, as beryllium also produces tritium.
2.1.4. Radiation Shielding Material

High thermal and fast neutron cross-section provides
good absorption characteristics. Tungsten borides offer an
excellent combination of neutron absorption, neutron mod-
eration (through the W(n,2n) reaction), gamma-ray attenua-
tion, and density, and have been shown to offer an order of
magnitude level of performance to in-board neutron shields,
especially tungsten (penta)boride [52].

The shield materials chosen as part of both concepts
are W2B, W2B5, WB4 and WB2. They are intended to
carry their own self weight (only) without imposing a load
on the nearby structure. Therefore, cracking can likely be
tolerated so long as it does not impair other functionality or
begin to provide a thermal path to the vacuum vessel. They
are therefore capable of operating across a large range of
temperatures, proving flexibility in the design. The thickness
of shield material is allowed to vary within the limits of
the overall thickness and depending on the other thicknesses
specified, in order to optimise the trade-off between shield-
ing and TBR.
2.1.5. Vacuum Gap

A 1 cm vacuum gap is specified between the rear of the
shield and the vacuum vessel. This is to thermally isolate the
vacuum vessel from the high temperature shielding/breeding
assembly, allowing only radiation to transfer the heat. The
gap also structurally isolates the two assemblies, so as not
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Figure 3: Radial build ‘Smarties tube’ concept blanket. The
design is shown in a cross-section plan view. Note: elements
are not to scale.

to impose stresses on the vacuum vessel or shield due to
mismatch in temperatures and thermal expansion.
2.2. Overview of Concepts

Since the geometry of a tokamak’s central column varies
depending on the design, the decision was made to fix
certain parts of the geometry to values reasonable for a large
spherical tokamak as follows:

1. Total length of 100 cm
2. HTS magnet length fixed at 40 cm
3. Vacuum vessel length fixed at 15 cm
4. Tungsten first wall armour length fixed at 3mm

The remaining 44.7 cm of space is left to optimise for
shielding and tritium breeding. Guided by these design
decisions, options, and constraints mentioned previously,
two concept designs were produced for the radial build of
the central column to explore the design space and the
potential ability to breed tritium. These two concepts are
demonstrated in Fig. 2.2.2. Each contain variables such
as thicknesses of breeder/coolant material that were then
optimised in the analysis phase of the project.

As mentioned previously, each concept has two “struc-
ture” sections and a vacuum gap of 1 cm, all of which are

fixed in length. These sections will be subtracted from the
remaining optimisation space. Since the length of both struc-
tural sections was decided to be less than one centimetre, the
remaining an additional length was added to the shielding
section in both concepts to increase this length to an integer
value and the subtracted from the concept’s optimisation
space.

Both concepts use 3mm of tungsten armour which is
supported by a 3mm W-24.5Re-2HfC structure for the Li-
concept and a 2mm SiCf/SiC structure for LiPb-concept.
The Li-concept will use pure lithium as a breeding material
whereas the LiPb-concept will use lead-lithium with the ra-
tio of lead:lithium at 83:17. Both concepts consider lithium-
6 enrichment at natural 15%, 30%, 45%, 60% and 90%
levels. The Li-concept will use Be12Ti as a multiplier and the
LiPb-concept will use the lead in the lead-lithium breeding
material as its multiplier. Both concepts will consider WB,
W2B, W2B5 and WB4 as shielding materials. As noted
previously, initial structural and thermal analysis conducted
concluded that both concepts will require a vacuum gap be-
tween the shield and the vacuum vessel, in order to limit the
heat flux from the high temperature shield/breeder section
into the vacuum vessel and ultimately the HTS coils. The
following sub-sections discuss the reasoning between the
design details included in this concept.
2.2.1. High Temperature Design 1 - W-Re-HfC and Li

Based
Liquid lithium is chosen as the coolant and breeder mate-

rial for the Li-Concept. It offers the chance to maximise TBR
in the confined environment of the central column, and also
has good heat transfer properties and requires low pumping
power. The thickness and required flow rate are variables
within the concept design, and the effects of enrichment level
is also investigated in the analysis. A coolant temperature of
1000K was chosen for the Li-concept.

The structural material provides pressure containment
for the liquid lithium coolant. Two tungsten alloys are taken
forwards as part of the Li-concept (W-25Re and W-24.5Re-
2HfC) and investigated in the analysis. Both alloys exhibit
good corrosion resistance to liquid Lithium below temper-
atures of 1371 ◦C, and otherwise offer good or reasonable
structural properties up to temperatures of 1200/1300 ◦C
for W-25Re and 1700 ◦C for W-24.5Re-2HfC. They offer
the ability to provide some shielding as well, thereby max-
imising use of space. A maximum surface temperature of
around 1200 ◦C was specified for Li-concept. An alternative
structural material of SiCf/SiC was not taken forward for
the Li-concept, as it suffers more from corrosion challenges
with liquid lithium, albeit that with a coating its use may be
possible. A thickness of 3mm was chosen as discussed in
Section 3.2.
2.2.2. High Temperature Design 2 - SiCf/SiC LiPb

Based
A silicon carbide composite structural material was cho-

sen for the LiPb-concept, to provide pressure containment
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Figure 4: Overview of concepts 1 (L1) and 2 (LiPb) radial build geometries and thermal networks. Black arrows represent a fixed
space, green arrows represent a variable space.

for the coolant and support the first wall armour. The ma-
terial provides no shielding and is essentially transparent
to neutrons, maximising the ability to produce tritium but
potentially at the expense of shielding. It retains good mate-
rial properties at high temperatures, but has poorer thermal
conductivity than the tungsten alloys in the Li-concept.
Therefore, a reduced thickness of 2 mm was chosen to
keep the first wall temperatures within reasonable limits, as
discussed in Section 3.2.

A liquid lithium-lead coolant was chosen for the LiPb-
concept, to explore the use of an alternative breeder ma-
terial with a potentially higher technology readiness level.
The coolant offers good heat transfer properties, works as
a breeder material, has better compatibility with potential
structural materials, and also contains lead, which can act as
a multiplier. The thickness of coolant channel and required
flow rate were allowed to vary in the LiPb-concept, as well
as the Lithium enrichment level. A coolant temperature of
1000K was chosen for the the LiPb-concept design.

3. Experimental Method
3.1. Thermal Analysis

The method chosen aims to determine that the materials
operate within their limits and sufficient cooling power is
provided for these designs.

A thermal network model has been developed for the
designs respectively to understand steady state temperatures.
The thermal network is solved by applying an electrical
analogy to the heat transfer problem. Kirchhoff’s laws can

be re-stated as: The heat flow at a node must sum to zero
and the temperature difference around a loop must sum to
zero.

Conduction resistances can then be defined as:
𝑅conduction = 𝑙∕𝑘𝐴 (1)

where 𝑙 is the thickness of the conductive component, 𝑘 is
the material thermal conductivity and 𝐴 is the surface area
through which the heat flux acts. The current inboard breeder
is considered in a radial sense, and is assumed uniform
throughout a height of 15m. Therefore, appropriate areas are
considered for the front and rear faces of each component.

Similarly, convection resistances can be defined as:
𝑅convection = 1∕ℎ𝐴 (2)

Where ℎ is the convection heat transfer coefficient and
𝐴 is the surface area through which the heat flux acts. The
heat transfer coefficient has been taken from previous work
for the outboard blankets [6] which used a Lithium coolant.
Correlation data for liquid metal heat transfer coefficients
is not readily available, however, best practice [13, 51] was
used to generate a scaled CFD model to calculate achievable
heat transfer coefficient.

Finally, surface to surface radiation heat flow, 𝑞, between
two cylinders can be calculated as:

𝑞 =

(

𝜎𝐴1
(

𝑇14 − 𝑇24
))

(

1∕𝜖1 +
(

1 − 𝜖2
)

∕𝜖2
(

𝑟1∕𝑟2
)) (3)
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Where subscript 1 and 2 refer to the smaller and larger
radius cylinders respectively, 𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, 𝜖 is the material emissivity, 𝑟 is radius, 𝐴 is surface
area and 𝑇 is temperature. A heat flux of 1MWm−2 is
applied over the first wall area as a current source.

The maximum outlet temperature is selected represent-
ing the extreme operating condition of the column, and will
lead to maximum structural temperatures predicted in the
thermal network. This can then be compared to allowable
temperatures to check the constraints have been achieved.
It is a pessimistic design point to select, as this condition
only occurs at the outlet to the column. A maximum surface
temperature of the HTS magnets of 40 ◦C is applied at the
other end of the network. The heat flow at this location can
then be checked with the magnet specification for acceptabil-
ity. Volumetric heat fluxes from representative neutronics
assessments are added for each component. For the vacuum
vessel, this heat flux can be made negative to account for a
vacuum vessel cooling system, if required.

The layout of the concepts is shown with the correspond-
ing thermal network in Fig. 2.2.2.

The components are represented within the thermal net-
work in Fig. 2.2.2 as follows:

• First wall heat flux – Q Wall = 1MWm−2.
• Tungsten armour – Conduction resistances R1 and R2,

representative of half the armour thickness each.
• Tungsten armour neutronic heating – Q1.
• First structural wall - Conduction resistances R3 and

R4, representative of half the structure thickness each.
• First structural wall neutronic heating – Q2.
• First structure to coolant – Convective resistance R14.
• Coolant to multiplier – Convective resistance R15.
• Multiplier - Conduction resistances R5 and R6, repre-

sentative of half the multiplier thickness each.
• Multiplier neutronic heating – Q3.
• Multiplier to coolant – Convective resistance R16.
• Coolant to second structure – Convective resistance

R17.
• Second structural wall - Conduction resistances R7

and R8, representative of half the structure thickness
each.

• Second structural wall neutronic heating – Q4.
• Shield - Conduction resistances R9 and R10, repre-

sentative of half the shield thickness each.
• Shield neutronic heating – Q5.
• Vacuum gap – Cylindrical surface to surface radiation

resistance R11.

• Vacuum vessel - Conduction resistances R12 and R13,
representative of half the vessel thickness each.

• Vacuum vessel neutronic heating – Q6.
• Coolant temperature – T Cool = 1000K for high

temperature design.
• HTS magnet temperature – T Magnet = 313K.
The same naming conventions for components has been

used for the LiPb-concept, and therefore the network is
similar to the Li-concept with the removal of components
that relate to the multiplier (Q3, R15, R5, R6, R16). The
remaining resistances are re-calculated using material and
geometry data applicable to the LiPb-concept, including vol-
umetric heat fluxes from representative neutronics analyses,
before the network is solved.
3.2. Structural Analysis

For this concept level analysis, simple calculations can
be made to ensure that sufficient thicknesses of structural
materials are provided to withstand the primary loading of
the pressure of the coolant on the structure. A simple pres-
sure vessel calculation can be made assuming a cylindrical
column,

𝜎 = (𝑃𝑟)∕𝑡 (4)
where radius equal to 𝑟, containing a pressure of 𝑃 for a

given thickness 𝑡.
3.3. Neutronics Analysis

The tritium breeding and radiation shielding perfor-
mance is determined by using neutronic simulations. Monte
Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) Version 6.2 was used in this study
with the TENDL2019 [21] nuclear cross-section database
was used. A neutron source “175 ITER-DT” [50] was used
because it provided a representation of the expected flux
on the first wall’s tungsten armour. As a result, the line
will tend higher in the thermal and epithermal range since
more neutrons are recorded per bin. The same binning
scheme for the neutron source was used as the flux binning
tallies. The number of particles simulated was selected to
be 105 neutrons per simulation in this study due to the large
computation time required for all runs. However, a select few
models were chosen to be re-run with the more common 108
neutrons per simulation.
3.3.1. Geometry

The quasi 1 dimensional geometry of the breeder blanket
used here was optimised to minimise computational time to
ensure a large parameter sweep could be conducted within
the project time.

The model was based on a series of cylinders of radius
30 cmwith a length of 1 cm, forming a disc shape. Since each
disc is of equal surface area and are arranged sequentially,
combining all the discs can be considered a cylinder which
would have the same length as the distance from the first
wall to the end of the HTS. Therefore, a complete cylinder
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acts a representation of a cut out from a region of the central
column from the first wall armour all the way through to the
HTS magnets.

This larger cylinder was then wrapped in a ‘bounding
box’ of a homogeneous mix of 80% 316L-ITER Grade
stainless steel and 20% water (H20) with a wall thickness
of 20 cm to represent pipework and surrounding machine
structure. This was chosen to provide a region of material
which will scatter and/or absorb neutrons as a surrogate for
the surrounding materials in a real tokamak fusion reactor.

A vacuum of radius 30 cm and length 5cm was placed at
front of the first disc and surrounded by the bounding box.
For the purposes of this report, the cylinder which is formed
because of the series of discs, bounding box and vacuum will
be referred to as a ‘canister geometry’. A second vacuum
of radius 30 cm and length 5 cm was then placed outside
of the canister to house the neutron source. The intention
behind having these two vacuums was to allow the source
to be unperturbed initially when neutrons are generated and
to allow any neutrons that are reflected by the first few
discs to potentially be reflected back by the bounding box
surrounding the vacuum inside the canister.

The majority of the material arrangements in both con-
cepts have a length greater than 1cm. Such material arrange-
ment are split into 1cm wide sections so that the neutron and
photon flux can be measured at the start and end of each disc
to measure how it is transformed through the material. Any
remaining section that has a length of less than 1cm will not
be split and added with its true length.

An example plot from the MCNP plotter illustrating
the splitting can be seen in Fig. 3.3.1 for Li-Concept and
Fig. 3.3.1 for the LiPb-concept.

Figure 5: Two-dimensional MCNP renderings for an example
geometry for Li-concept

3.3.2. Optimisation Space and Geometry Permutations
The approach was taken by where a list of all possi-

ble permutations for each concept was generated and each
permutation was run as an independent MCNP simulation.
The number of permutations observed in the Li-concept
(43,740) is significantly higher than that of the LiPb-concept
(1,920) due to the greater geometry complexity by the inclu-
sion of the multiplier. The permutations considered in the
LiPb-concept only consist of the materials in question for
the shield material, lithium-6 enrichment levels and their

Figure 6: Two-dimensional MCNP renderings for an example
geometry for LiPb-concept

lengths. In comparison the number permutations required
for the Li-concept are the same as for the LiPb-concept
with the inclusion of structural material choice, multiplier
thickness and multiplier position compared to the first wall’s
structure. The effect of varying the length of both breeding
sections was implemented to vary the multiplier’s position
with respect to the shield to determine whether the breeding
would be improved with the multiplier closer to the first wall
or closer to the shield.

This approach was taken because there is a complex
relationship between the choices of materials and their asso-
ciated sizes and positions with respect to each other. There-
fore, this approach enables the opportunity to accurately
measure changes in the neutron flux at different points in the
geometry and compare changes in the neutron flux as a result
of changes in materials, material thicknesses or material
positions. This is illustrated by Fig. 3.3.2 which provides an
example of how the neutron flux spectrum changes with an
increase in the thickness of a tungsten boride (WB) shield.
As a result, this allows for optimisation of the radiation
shield (to reduce the neutron flux at the HTS surface) and
maximize TBR.

To reduce the number of permutations required for the
Li-concept, the length of both breeding sections was limited
to a minimum of 2 cm with increasing in 2 cm increments.
The length of the multiplier was limited to a maximum of
10 cm from a minimum of 0 cm increasing in 2 cm incre-
ments. Finally, the length of the shielding section was limited
to 6.1 cm with increasing in 2 cm increments. Although
increasing the length of each section in 1 cm increments
would have been preferred, the time taken to compute twice
as many permutations was perceived to be too great for the
project time. Since trends have already been derived with the
current results, additional studies could be carried out with a
reduce increment size in future based on a reduced geometry
range.

For the LiPb-concept all permutations were considered
from a minimum breeding length of 0 cm to a maximum
breeding length of 39 cm, a minimum shield length of 4.3 cm
to a maximum shield length of 43.3 cm. Here each change in
the geometry’s scale resulted in a 1cm increase in the length
of the breeder and a 1cm decrease in the length of the shield.
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Figure 7: Changes in neutron flux spectrum in 1 cm and 10
cm regions of a tungsten boride (WB) shield.

3.3.3. Tritium Breeding Ratio
The MCNP FM multiplier with a reaction type of 105

for tritium production from Li-6 and FM multiplier with a
reaction type of 205 for tritium production from Li-6 and
Li-7.

It should be noted that while overall TBR of a the
tokamak must be greater than unity, it is not expected that
this will be at all possible in the central column. We there-
fore distinguish between three different TBR values: the
local TBR (assuming full coverage), global TBRIB (taking
geometry into account but limited to the breeding of the
inboard system) and global TBRIB+OB (including both in-
board and outboard systems). Any breeding which takes
place on the inboard side will contribute positively to the
global TBRIB+OB. Optimisation is obtained from studying
the local TBR and the highest local TBR designs are taken
forward to calculate the global TBR values for a spherical
tokamak design.
3.3.4. Model Limitations

The main sources of limitations for the neutronics model
are as follows:

1. Simple geometry space

2. Fusion neutron source had a disc shape that does not
an accurate representation of the neutron flux profile
found across the entire central column.

3. Neutron interactions with surrounding components
was simulated with the steel bounding box.

It should be noted that the aforementioned limitations indi-
cate that the results need to be interpreted with the following
considerations:

• The TBR readings are local to the model.
• The model has been designed with the maximum

breeding space possible. Here, no components which
are commonly found inside breeding models such as
pipes and tubes are not considered. The introduction
of these components would reduce the TBR since
less of the breeding volume would be occupied with
lithium.

• The model is designed around a section in the middle
of the central column which tends to have the most
significant neutron flux and has the largest geometry
space, therefore, will likely always have the highest
TBR of the entire central column.

• The neutron flux values are from a normalised source,
therefore, the source requires an appropriate weight-
ing factor to be relevant to a full power year and
geometry fraction.

However, it should be said that the model setup was
designed for fast computational time to analyse tens of thou-
sands of simulations in a short time. This fast prototyping
can be very effective at determining a first-pass principle to
engineering design.
3.3.5. Validation and Systematic Uncertainties

Both concepts were cross-checked for a fixed design
of 20 cm breeder and WB4 as shielding at all available
enrichment levels. For this, a different Monte Carlo code
(OpenMC [42]) with two cross-section libraries (TENDL2019
and ENDF/B-VII.1 [4]) were compared to the results ob-
tained with above described default simulation (MCNP +
TENDL2019). Using OpenMC + TENDL2019 resulted in
an around 5% increase over OpenMC + ENDF/B-VII.1.
However, the comparison of MCNP + TENDL2019 resulted
in a enrichment-dependent underestimation by OpenMC +
TENDL2019 by about 34 to 9% with decreasing differences
for higher enrichment, which could be attributed to small dif-
ferences in the geometric description between OpenMC and
MCNP. In either case, this uncertainty has little influence
on the optimisation strategy for finding the optimal design
with high TBR. When calculating a global TBR for a specific
reactor design.

4. Results
The different designs were analysed in a multidimen-

sional manner. Of interest are the shielding properties after
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the vacuum vessel (VV) and at the beginning of the HTS
magnet in terms of total neutron flux, fast neutron flux, pho-
ton flux and the TBR. Good designs have been selected by
requiring a lower than the benchmark total and fast neutron
flux and a high TBR. Lower photon fluxes than than the
benchmark flux are also preferential. However, this criteria
was not considered in the selection based on the assumption
that it has less impact on the magnet lifetime.

A Pareto curve, which describes the incremental changes
of the TBR value due to changes in the shielding perfor-
mance, was derived from the simulation data. The Pareto
curve envelopes the data on the high TBR side of the
distribution and shows the maximum achievable TBR given
a certain shielding performance. With it, the trade-off can
be quantified. It should be noted that, as it envelopes the
simulation results, it represents a breeding-optimised result
which does not consider economic factors (e.g., significant
additional costs associated with enriching lithium).

All characteristics depend on several parameters includ-
ing the positions and thicknesses of breeder layers, the en-
richment level of the lithium in the breeder and the thickness
of the multiplier. Therefore, not all dimensions can be plotted
at once to compare and derive a best design. An approach
was chosen to show an overview of shielding performance
against TBR for all simulated designs. This was then exam-
ined in more detail to understand how different parameters
influence the validity of a design. Finally, a design window
was selected that provides slightly improved shielding per-
formance compared to the benchmark and maximises TBR.
4.1. Li-concept

The Pareto curve enveloping all designs of the Li-
concept can be seen in Figure 8. A local TBR of slightly
above 0.6 can be reached at the total neutron shielding
performance of the benchmark shield. The neutron flux can
be decreased by almost 2 orders of magnitude but at a factor
of 6 in TBR because the breeder space is taken up by the
shield. Sacrificing some shielding performance compared to
the benchmark to gain a higher TBR is not recommended
because the local TBR does not reach 0.7 in any design.
Depending on the positions and enrichment levels a wide
range of TBR values are observed in the simulation data.

Dividing the dataset into enrichment levels and remov-
ing the multiplier layer reveals distinct trajectories of TBR
vs flux (cf. Figure 4.1). A higher enrichment has a higher
TBR, which is a result that was not anticipated before the
simulations were performed. Usually pure lithium designs
have a maximum TBR between 30 and 70% depending
heavily on the thickness of the breeder. There are minor
differences between the shielding types. The best performing
materials are ones with high boron content as found in the
initial scoping study.

Figure 4.1 shows, for a fixed breeder thickness, shielding
and structural material, the TBR and neutron flux against
enrichment. With higher enrichment the TBR is increased
and at the same time more neutrons react with the lithium,

Figure 8: Local TBR vs total neutron flux after the VV and
at the beginning of the HTS magnet for all designs of the
Li-concept. The red curve indicates the Pareto curve.

thus decreasing the neutron flux slightly. This decrease is on
the order of 20%.

As for the multiplier performance, it was found that a
beryllium layer at the back of the breeder achieves a higher
TBR than at the front. Again, this result was unexpected but
can be explained by the fact that Be can also act as a reflec-
tor. Figure 4.1 shows that a multiplier at the front is only
useful at high thicknesses. Note that the breeder thickness is
fixed, thus, a larger multiplier thickness means less shielding
material. This effect can be explained by a changing neutron
energy spectrum. Most neutrons have intermediate energies
of around tens of keV, The (n,2n) multiplication is, however,
only active for high neutron energies above around 3MeV.
Therefore a majority of the neutrons get elastically scattered
giving them a change to interact with the breeder material.
4.2. LiPb-concept (Lithium-lead)

the LiPb-concept was studied using the same approach.
Figure 4.2 shows that both the shielding performance and
the TBR are worse than for those the Li-concept. Due to
the short breeder distance the local TBR values of LiPb
reach a maximum of around 0.25 at the benchmark shielding
performance, more than a factor of 2 lower than the Li-
concept.
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Figure 9: TBR vs total neutron flux after the VV and at the
beginning of the HTS magnet for all designs of the Li-concept
with no multiplier. Colours represent the enrichment level. The
markers show different shielding materials.

Figure 10: TBR/total neutron flux vs enrichment.

For different enrichment levels (cf. Fig. 4.2) the same
trends as for the Li-concept are observed, namely the TBR
increases and the neutron flux decreases.
4.3. Comparison of Structural Materials

No significant difference has been found due to the influ-
ence of the structural material for the Li-concept. The LiPb-
concept has only been tested with one structural material.
Figure 4.3 shows the TBR vs shielding for two different
structural materials for the Li-concept. The points mostly

Figure 11: Multiplier performance for natural lithium (left) and
lithium with a highly enriched Li-6 content (right).

Figure 12: TBR vs total neutron flux after the VV and at
the beginning of the HTS magnet for all designs of the LiPb-
concept with no multiplier. Colours represent the enrichment
level. The markers show different shielding materials.

overlap closely. Given the statistical uncertainty the dif-
ferences are negligible. Both structural materials are used
interchangeably for the neutronics studies.
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Figure 13: TBR/total neutron flux vs enrichment. Note that
the neutron flux has high statistical uncertainty.

Figure 14: TBR vs total neutron flux after the VV and at
the beginning of the HTS magnet for two different structural
materials.

4.4. Global TBR
A 3D simulation has been performed to obtain a global

TBR for a generic spherical tokamak. The results are shown
in Table 1. The correction factor between local and global
TBRIB is design-dependent and between 0.23 and 0.41.
A maximum of 0.135 additional TBR due to the inboard
breeding could be achieved with the Li-concept at 90% Li-
6 enrichment. The results are specific and sensitive to the
reactor geometry.

Table 1
TBR results. Local TBR and global TBRIB values are di-
rectly available from the designs described study. The global
TBRIB+OB was calculated with an exemplary outboard blanket
design that delivers an additional TBR of 1.02 to 1.11.

Design Li-6
Enrich-
ment

Local
TBR

Global
TBRIB

Global
TBRIB+OB

Benchmark - - - 1.072
Best Li-concept
with natural en-
richment

natural 0.095 0.039 1.093

Best Li-concept
design with
multiplier and
high enrichment

90% 0.426 0.135 1.157

Best LiPb con-
cept with natu-
ral enrichment

natural 0.031 0.007 1.113

Best LiPb con-
cept with high
enrichment

100% 0.179 0.048 1.135

4.5. Comparison of concepts
The LiPb-concept has a low local TBR with the Pareto

curve being lower by a factor of more than 10 compared
to the Li-concept. In the confined IB space, the breeding
thickness is very short compared to OB; the Li-concept with
its higher Li-6 content has an advantage over the LiPb-
concept. The (n,elastic) cross-section of LiPb is much higher
than of Li (about a factor 6 at 1MeV) and because the simple
geometry allows neutrons to escape out its sides significantly
more neutrons are lost due to scattering for LiPb. The global
TBR values are not affected by this issue.

Even though the LiPb-concept has many advantages in
the other design aspects (see. Section 6) it can only provide a
small boost to the global TBR, which stands in comparison
to the increase in complexity of adding a liquid breeder into
the central column. Below we focus on designs based on the
Li-concept.

Using the tungsten boride shielding materials it is pos-
sible to outperform the benchmark shielding for the neutron
fluxes and still obtain tritium breeding. Four possible design
choices have been selected that outperform total and fast
neutron fluxes of the benchmark. For each concept, one
design without Li-6 enrichment and one design with high
Li-6 enrichment have been selected. Both designs maximise
TBR while satisfying the flux conditions. The designs are
listed in Table 2. The design with enrichment has a more
than four times higher local TBR. For the Li-concept, the
designs use a Be layer in the middle of the breeder working
as a multiplier and reflector.
4.6. Thermal Analysis

The results are summarised in Tables 3 and 4. Addi-
tionally, the full heat transfer into the coolant was summed,
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Table 2
High and low enrichment lithium designs compared with benchmark (all neutron fluxes are given for the position after the VV
and at the beginning of the HTS magnet)

Design Layer
thick-
ness
(cm)

Material Li en-
richment

Local
TBR

Total
neutron
flux
(n/cm2)

Fast
neutron
flux
(n/cm2)

Photon
flux
(p/cm2)

Benchmark

0.3
45
15
40

Tungsten
Shield
Steel vacuum vessel
HTS magnet

- - 1.1e-06 3.0e-07 1.9e-07

Best Li-concept de-
sign with multiplier
and natural lithium

0.3
0.3
6
1
2
0.3
34.1
1
15
40

Tungsten
W-24.5Re-2HfC
Li
Be12Ti
Li
W-24.5Re-2HfC
W2B5
Vacuum gap
Steel vacuum vessel
HTS magnet

natural 0.095 8.1e-07 2.4e-07 3.4e-07

Best Li-concept de-
sign with multiplier
and high enrich-
ment

0.3
0.3
4
7
2
0.3
30.1
1
15
40

Tungsten
W-24.5Re-2HfC
Li
Be12Ti
Li
W-24.5Re-2HfC
W2B5
Vacuum gap
Steel vacuum vessel
HTS magnet

90% 0.426 1.0e-06 2.8e-07 4.3e-07

Best LiPb-concept
design and natural
lithium

0.3
0.2
14
0.2
29.3
1
15
40

Tungsten
SiCf/SiC
LiPb
SiCf/SiC
W2B5
Vacuum gap
Steel vacuum vessel
HTS magnet

natural 0.031 9.0e-07 1.9e-07 3.2e-07

Best LiPb-concept
design and high en-
richment

0.3
0.2
14
0.2
29.3
1
15
40

Tungsten
SiCf/SiC
LiPb
SiCf/SiC
W2B5
Vacuum gap
Steel vacuum vessel
HTS magnet

100% 0.179 9.8e-07 2.2e-07 3.5e-07

including the heat through components R14, R15, R16
and R17, plus the volumetric neutronic heating rate of
4327 J kg−1 for the Li-concept and 60 J kg−1 for the LiPb-
concept. Assuming an allowable temperature increase in
the lithium coolant of 100K, 450 kg s−1 flow rate for the
Li-concept and a LiPb coolant of 100K, 8000 kg s−1 flow
rate for the LiPb-concept would be required for the central

column. This coolant flow rate is high but not unreason-
able, e.g. the ARIES-ST design assumed a flow rate of
47 450 kg s−1 [49].
4.7. Structural Analysis
Li-concept For the Li-concept, the simplified geometry
assumes a large radius of 1.4m, bounding the whole central
column of a tokamak, with no support or benefit from break-
ing the design down into modules arrayed circumferentially
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Table 3
Volumetric heat generation rates

Concept Q1
(J/Kg)

Q2
(J/Kg)

Q3
(J/Kg)

Q4
(J/Kg)

Q5
(J/Kg)

Q6
(J/Kg)

Li 0.2 400 275 13 13 0
LiPb 16.4 6 N/A 6.3 27 0

Table 4
Resulting temperatures and critical heat flows

Component Li-concept LiPb-concept

First wall 1210K 1465K
Front structure 1185K 1310K
Coolant 1000K 1000K
Multiplier 1135K N/A
Rear structure 1000K 1005K
Shield Temperature 1035K 1143K
Heat flow to HTS magnets 35 kW 35 kW

around the column, meaning that the stresses will easily
bound those in a practical design. The pressure P is chosen to
be 200 kPa, which corresponds to 100 kPa to account for the
fact that the pressure is relative to vacuum, and an additional
100 kPa which accounts for hydrostatic pressure in a liquid
lithium coolant over a height of 15m. Given the thickness of
3mm, this leads to a stress of 93MPa.

At the peak temperature of 1185K as calculated in the
thermal analysis, W-25Re has a yield strength of around
650MPa [2], which is believed to be similar for the other
tungsten alloy of W-24.5Re-2HfC. This then leads to a
reserve factor of about 7, indicating plenty of structural
margin at the specified thickness.
LiPb-concept For the LiPb-concept, the coolant is sig-
nificantly more dense, leading to much higher hydrostatic
pressures, and the thickness is also lower due to the poor
thermal conductivity of SiCf/SiC compared to the tungsten
alloys. This means that a radius of 0.2m is required for the
concept, which would be realised by arranging a number of
modules around the perimeter of the central column, limiting
the radius in each module. This should be considered further
for a detailed design. Using this radius and a thickness of
2mm, a stress of 146MPa is found. Using a lower bound
strength for SiCf/SiC of 225MPa [2], a reserve factor or 1.5
is calculated, indicating there is still acceptable margin for
this design.

5. Discussion
The thermal assessment shows that the high temperature

concepts using a coolant temperature of 1000K and struc-
tural materials (tungsten-rhenium alloy/SiCf/SiC) with high
maximum continuous service temperatures are well suited
to breeding in the central column. The limiting tempera-
tures occur at the plasma surface, with the tungsten armour

operating at or slightly above the recrystallisation tempera-
ture, and well in excess of the ductile-to-brittle transition.
Temperatures in the LiPb-concept are generally slightly
higher than the Li-concept and this is considered consistent
with the reduction in shielding performance in the SiCf/SiC
and breeding in the Lead-Lithium, when compared to the
Tungsten-Rhenium and Lithium in the Li-concept.

A full thermal-hydraulic assessment of the design has
not been completed, and initial coolant flow rates are high.
An assessment of the overall power requirement to provide
coolant at the required flow rates should be undertaken to
support feasibility assessment of these concepts.

For the design points presented, no allowance has been
made for vacuum vessel cooling. This represents a pes-
simistic assumption, and should the heat flows of 35 kW and
45 kW respectively for Concepts 1 and 2 be considered too
high, a cooling system in the vacuum vessel could further
reduce the heat reaching the magnets.

Structurally, the thicknesses of materials chosen for the
concepts are sufficient, but with considerably more margin
in the design for the Li-concept than the LiPb-concept.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, the flow of liquid metals
can lead to large MHD pressure losses due to interactions
with the poloidal and toroidal fields. These losses are most
problematic where the flow and field lines are perpendicular
and so specific design choices can be used to mediate them.
However, coatings may also be used to decouple the liquid
metal from the structural material, also reducing losses [14].
These coatings are electrical insulators on the order of mi-
crometres (µm). Oxides such as CaO have been selected for
use. Chemical compatibility between the coolant / breeding
material and with the structural material is an important
design parameter, over expected and off-design temperature
ranges. Self-healing of any defects which might occur during
operation are considered essential for reliability. Thermal
insulations also cause elevated system temperatures that may
cause issues in thermal design space [45]. The electrical con-
ductivity for tungsten-rhenium is 26 × 10−6Ωcm compared
to that of tungsten, 7.5×10−6Ωcm [9, 30]. These values are
comparable, and so it is likely that an electrically insulating
coating would still be required to account for MHD pressure
drops.

As noted in Section 2.1.3, beryllium and lead offer dif-
ferent characteristics for use as neutron multipliers. Whilst
lead is reasonably compatible with lithium and can be used
as a combined coolant, breeding material and multiplier,
in the case of lithium-lead self-cooled designs, its neutron
multiplication properties are not as good as those of beryl-
lium. However, the need to isolate elemental beryllium from
lithium significantly complicates its use. Ultimately, both
materials have limitations that complicate and potentially
preclude their use, especially in the confined space inboard
of the reactor. [12] notes several important basic charac-
teristics of candidate multiplier materials, particularly their
safety (indexed against ease of disposal), their activation
characteristics and their availability. Whilst neither lead nor
beryllium raise showstoppers for any of these characteristics,
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lead is noted to produce polonium-210 in limited quantities,
but this is not painted as a significant concern. Whilst lead
cannot be disposed of in as large concentrations as beryl-
lium [12], the cost of beryllium is considerable due to its
toxicity and the resultant precautions that need to be taken
during production [28].

6. Conclusions
In this project, two concepts for arrangements of ma-

terials and coolants in the central column were produced,
with the aim being to carry out tritium breeding in the
central column in addition to the other requirements of
shielding and cooling. The two concepts made use of novel
arrangements of multi-purpose materials, and both used a
self-cooled design wherein the coolant is also the breeder
material. These design choices were made in order to make
maximum use of the constrained space in the central col-
umn. Both concepts were run for a large number of size
and material combination permutations, with the aim of
extracting both the pareto-optimal trade-off curve between
shielding performance and Tritium breeding, and also the
details of promising design points. The key results from the
project are shown in Section 4.1 and 4.2. These sections
show the trade-off between shielding performance and TBR
for the two concepts. They indicate that for the pure Lithium
the Li-concept design, local TBRs of approximately 0.6
are possible while maintaining the shielding performance
of the baseline design. The potential TBR values for the
LiPb-concept are smaller however, giving a local TBR of
up to around 0.25. A full 3D neutronics simulation of the
reactor with and without an inboard breeder blanket has been
performed and the increase is 0.135 and 0.048 for the Li- and
LiPb-concept, respectively.

For both concepts, the designs producing the highest
TBR for a given level of shielding were those that contained
the highest Li-6 enriched lithium, with natural lithium giv-
ing a factor of at least three reduction in TBR compared
with very highly enriched lithium. This conclusion was not
unexpected in the limited space environment of the central
column, with the most breeding occurring as more lithium-6
is added to the constrained space. Both designs also showed
a clear trade-off between shielding performance and TBR,
with more room dedicated to lithium leading to higher
TBR and poorer shielding. The structural and shielding
material variants made little difference to the results, as
they offered relatively similar performance to each other.
The TBR has been assessed in a full 3D model to find the
improvement in global TBRIB+OB vs local TBR. The overall
conclusions from this project are that using a pure lithium
breeding design in the central column may offer a sufficient
improvement in global TBR (0.04 to 0.14), high enough for
further consideration. LiPb performed worse (0.01 to 0.05)
but if the breeder of the OB blanket is chosen to be LiPb,
it is recommended to consider this option for IB breeding.
LiPb offers improved material compatibility and handling
compared to the Li concept. A next step would be to study

the trade-off of gained TBR vs complexity and cost with a
system level economic model.
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